I get my energy from the sun, and I’m not the only one

And I feel better when I’m done. I get my energy from the sun

I get my oxygen from the air, there’s plenty for me, and plenty to spare

And I can find it any-where, I get my oxygen from the air

I plant my seeds in the howling gale, but the laws of nature still pre-vail

Look at the seasons, look at me, the apple didn’t fall far from the tree

And I get my water from the rain, and if it don’t rain I’ll die

Stormy weather saves my life. Sometimes I laugh, and wonder why
Instrumental verse

I get my water from the rain, and if it don’t rain I’ll die

Stormy weather saves my life. Sometimes I laugh, and wonder why

I get my energy from the sun, but I’m not the only one

And I feel better when I’m done. I get my energy from the sun

And I feel better when I’m done. I get my energy from the sun
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Intro:  | Dm7 | G7 | C  Bb  F   | C   |

Dm7  G7            C  CMA7  C6
I get my energy from the sun, and I’m not the only one

C                      Dm7  G7                                               C   Bb  F   C
And I feel better when I’m done. I get my energy from the sun

Dm7  G7            C  CMA7  C6
I get my oxygen from the air, there’s plenty for me, and plenty to spare

C                      Dm7  G7                                               C   Bb  F   C
And I can find it any-where, I get my oxygen from the air

C7                              F      G7                                                       C   CMA7  C6
I plant my seeds in the howling gale, but the laws of nature still pre-vail

C                      Dm7  G7                                               C   Bb  F   C
Look at the seasons, look at me, the apple didn’t fall far from the tree

C7                              F      G7                                               C   Bb  F   C
And I get my water from the rain, and if it don’t rain I’ll die

C                      Dm7  G7                                               C   Bb  F   C
Stormy weather saves my life. Sometimes I laugh, and wonder why

Instrumental verse

C7                              F      G7                                               C   CMA7  C6
I get my water from the rain, and if it don’t rain I’ll die

C                      Dm7  G7                                               C   Bb  F   C
Stormy weather saves my life. Sometimes I laugh, and wonder why

Dm7  G7            C  CMA7  C6
I get my energy from the sun, but I’m not the only one

C                      Dm7  G7                                               C   Bb  F   C
And I feel better when I’m done. I get my energy from the sun

Dm7  G7            C  Bb  F   C
And I feel better when I’m done. I get my energy from the sun